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The Phase Relationship of Electron Density and Ionospheric Plasma Temperature

Variations in the Gravity Wave Propagation
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Die magnitude of ionospheric electron concentration (No) in tlie internal gravity wave

propagation is dependent upon the frequency of ion-neutral collisions and the mutual

orientation of Lhe wave vector and geomagnetic field. Die wave-induced clianges in electron

temperature (Te) also depend on the heat input and cooling rate wlu'ch, in their turn, are

attended with the variations in the photoionizations rale arid the effectivity of

photocleclron heating; the latter being tlie electron density function. At the present

time one of the basic sources of infomiation ontlieNeand Te variations providedly the

onground radioplu'sical incoherent scatter tecnique.

Die spectral analysis of tlie electron concentration and electron temperature measu-

rement data enables one to determine the coherence spectra and pliase spectra of their

variations.
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Die figure shows an example of the data obtained. As evident from tlie coherent spect-

rum, the wave wlu'ch is responsible for the electron concentration and temperature fluctua-

tions being observed lias a period of 100 min. It gives rise to the opposite pliase Nc and

Te variations (the pliase spectrum is 180 ). As the frequency increases the phase opposi-

tion of the variations is reduced to zero.

Diis is due to the fact that as neutral particle concentration in the positive wave half-

period increases, there is increase in heat input Q. If with a built-up in Q the electron

concentration does not tend to rise or its relative increase is insignificant, then 'he

temperature Te is seen to increase. In case the relative rise of Ne is greater tlian that

of Q, then the electron temperature decreases.

Thus, gravity the waves having the periods of up to 30 min bring about the Ne and Te

in-phase variations whereas 1.- 1.5 hour period waves appear to be in opposite phase.
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